
TEXAS FRANCHISE TAXES 

The regular session of the 83rd Texas legislature began on January 8, 2013 and 

there are two franchise tax bills ready for review.  These bills will move to expand, ever 

so slightly, the businesses eligible for the retailers’ and wholesalers’ preferential tax rate 

of 0.5% to include certain “rent-to-own” businesses and automotive repair shops. 

Far more interesting is Senate Bill 113 that could repeal the overhauled franchise 

tax entirely after 2013. 

In 2005 the Texas school finance system was declared unconstitutional.  As a 

result, property taxes were lowered more than 30%, and the franchise tax was modified 

the following year to eliminate all the loopholes that had previously made businesses 

consider it as “optional.” The franchise overhaul was projected to bring in six billion in 

revenue, but has consistently fallen short, bringing in only four billion on average. 

Presently, the Texas “margin tax” taxes all businesses, flow-through and 

disregarded entities included, on gross revenues less specific and limited deductions.  

Entities producing less than $1,030,000 are exempt from the tax, and those producing 

less than $10 million in receipts can elect to be taxed at a flat .575% rate.  Qualifying 

retailers and wholesalers qualify for the preferential .5% rate, and everyone else is 

subject to the standard 1%. 

Those filing at the .5% or 1% rates are allowed deductions equivalent to the 

greater of compensation, cost of goods sold, or 70% of their revenue.  This is where 

many taxpayers complain that the tax is distressingly complex and imposes high 

compliance costs on small businesses as the calculation for the cost of goods sold or 

compensation deductions won’t match what’s on their federal return.  These deductions 

require their own detailed analysis to ensure state law is followed given all the 

limitations and exceptions on what is or is not deductible.  

Once your deduction is calculated, it’s subtracted from gross revenues, resulting 

in the “margin” that the entity will be taxed on. 

In the last two years, there have been two cases with the Texas Supreme Court 

contesting the constitutionality of the franchise tax.  In 2011, Allcat Claims Service, L.P. 

sued the state comptroller’s office because it imposed an income tax on individuals.  

The Texas Constitution contains a provision passed in 1993 that bans all income taxes 

on “natural persons,” which would include an individual’s share of partnership income.  

In order to pass an income tax, it would need approval by Texas voters first.  Allcat 

argued that the state was taxing individuals’ income and thereby violating the 

constitution because the tax was not put to a vote by Texas residents.  However, the 

Texas Supreme Court rebutted that Texas law specifically considers businesses as 



separate entities from individuals and, furthermore, that the franchise tax is not an 

income tax.   

If it were an income tax, an entity with a loss in any given year would not owe 

franchise taxes, but this is not the case.  It is quite frequent that a taxpayer may have a 

loss and owe the State because it still generated revenues that exceeded any allowed 

deductions or exclusions.  An income tax allows taxpayers to deduct the costs of doing 

business, while the franchise tax clearly denies such liberties. 

Another leading argument, as presented in 2012 by Nestlé USA, Inc. – the 

confectioner of treats like Nesquik and Baby Ruth – claimed that the different tax rates 

are arbitrary and conflict with the state constitution’s requirement that taxes be “equal 

and uniform.”  They likewise argue that it violates the U.S. Constitution’s equal 

protection and due process guarantees.  Texas counters that taxpayers can be 

classified differently as long as it’s done reasonably, effectively ending the litigation over 

that particular issue unless the court decides to grant Nestlé’s recent motion for 

rehearing.  In addition, Nestlé has the opportunity to escalate their case to the U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

On the other hand, the franchise tax does keep property tax rates low.  A 

decrease in the franchise tax would substantially increase property taxes, which could 

inhibit growth and hike the cost of real estate transactions.  Though it doesn’t seem 

likely that the Texas legislature would allow the Texas franchise tax to expire, it is clear 

that there are problems with the tax and that we will continue to see cases argued 

against it.  Pay close attention at the end of May when the Texas legislature session 

ends and any changes will be announced. 
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